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Consultation with Parent/Carers with Children/Young People with SEND:
Derbyshire Local Offer 2018

Introduction

During the period of 17th September to the 7th October the Derbyshire Local
Offer Survey Monkey was live and promoted to establish the views, ideas and
suggestions of parent/carers with children or young people with SEND. This
was extended to professionals who worked directly with children and young
people with SEND.

The survey was carried out through Survey Monkey and paper surveys to
obtain the views of parent/carers and professionals who worked directly with
children and young people with SEND only.
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Methods Used to Request Information for the Consultation

Emails were sent to the full membership of the Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice
database for the families that provided an email address, this was
approximately 200 families. The email gave a brief description of the
consultation and directed potential participants to our website to find out more
and link directly to the survey.

Social media was used to share the link to the website. Our current methods
of social media are Facebook and Twitter and this information was shared a
number of times via these methods. Facebook had a number of re-shares by
members to encourage and inform non-members of the consultation.

Over the consultation period Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice attended support
groups and during these meetings parent/carers were asked to complete
paper copies of the survey to be later input on to Survey Monkey by admin.
This is to ensure all data is collated.

Caroline Dyson asked professionals who she met whilst gathering verbal
feedback to complete the survey or directed them to the website.

Eight question were proposed to participants with a ninth asking about the
needs of their child or young person or who they work with.
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Methods of Information Gathering Used and Sources Consulted

Email, social media and visiting groups were the main form of communication
with families. The link to DPCV website was published on social media and
encouraged people to participate. We also asked members at support groups
to take part and share their views.

Over the 3 weeks 141 people viewed the consultation page of the website and
from there 39 of those clicked through to the Survey Monkey page. From the
39 it is unclear how many took the survey as some manual entries were input.

We had 175 visits to our website from Facebook but we are unable to break
down which or how many pages they visited. During the consultation period
we were also advertising the ISOS review events on the 8th of October which
did drive more traffic to the website. It is also noted that only 4 people came
to the website via Twitter.

Over the period we had 40 participants.
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Purpose of the Consultation

1. Establishing Awareness of the Derbyshire Local Offer
2. Views on Categories and Effectiveness Moving Forward
3. Establish Areas to Include
4. Suggestions to Support the New Derbyshire Local Offer
5. Needs of Participants Child or Young Person
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1. Establishing Awareness of the Derbyshire Local Offer

92% of respondents had already heard of the Derbyshire Local Offer. When
answering no to this question respondents were referred to the Local Offer
website to enable them to complete the remainder of the consultation.

2. Views on Categories and Effectiveness Moving Forward

When asked about preference in sections relating to Parent/Carers,
Children/Young People and Professionals 89% said they would prefer to see
this to help navigate the website. Others preferred not and from comments
this idea may have led some people to believe that the sections would not be
available to everyone but this is not the case. The intention was that everyone
would have access to all the information to ensure clarity. Some comments
left were:
This would be clear and precise
I think this makes it site easier to navigate
Should be the same for everyone
Just a way of filtering and sorting information would be useful
As long as we have access to all areas.

The categories were listed from the current Derbyshire Local Offer website
and participants were asked if more categories would like to be seen. 64%
said they would like to see more and some specific categories suggested are
as follows:
Leisure Activities
What’s on
A-Z of SEND Information
Free Activities
Schools
Benefits
One comment stated that they wanted to see less due to, too much
duplication. Whilst another asked for just better search facilities.
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3. Establish Areas to Include

Participants were asked if anything was missing from the current Derbyshire
Local Offer and75% said that there was. Although the comments stated it was
difficult due to the inability to search and find what they are looking for.

30 respondents put forward their suggestions as to what would be found most
useful on the Local Offer, here are some suggestions:
Grants and Funding
Downloads e.g. pecs, one page profile
Better links to the voluntary sector
Up to date contact details
Links to websites
An easy to follow website with continual links
A visual picture for children and young people
Help and advice companies
Sign posting services

When asked about the user friendliness of the site the result was poor with
only two people saying it was user friendly. Comments left suggested google
was used instead with many saying they can’t find anything. Others stated
information was out of date, inaccurate and there was little information on
schools.
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4. Suggestions to Support the New Derbyshire Local Offer

19 participants commented to give suggestions to take further when
developing the new website. One stated that it would be beneficial to speak to
Worcester and Leeds for their parent/carer feedback on their Local Offer as it
was developed by the same organisation and suggested that we use that
feedback to develop a better functioning website. Other comments left are
below:
Easy to use is paramount
Do it well or not at all
More information and easy to use (the search never works)
Please come back and talk to parent/carers about what you are putting
on the website so we can feedback
Needs to be user friendly , no jargon, easily accessible
Simplify info to be able to access categories
Search facility to be better

The next question was about the colour scheme of the local offer and what
would people like to see:

Matching the Logo

36%

Neutral

30%

Mixture of Both

9%

Other

24%

Some comments left showed that they didn’t mind what colour the site was as
long as information was accessible whereas others felt it very important to
ensure is was colour limited to support visual sensory needs, Irlen Syndrome,
dyslexia, visual impairments and tolerated by everyone with disabilities.
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5. Needs of Participants Child or Young Person
All participants answered this question giving details of all of their child and
young person needs. Percentages reach above 100% due to each participant
selecting all of their child/young person’s needs, which could be one or all that
applied.
ADHD/ADD

35%

Multi-sensory Impairment

8%

Down Syndrome

5%

Autism Spectrum Disorder

63%

Physical Disability/Mobility Issues

20%

Visual Impairment

8%

Behavioural, Emotional and Social Difficulties

55%

Profound and Multiple Learning Disabilities

13%

Specific Learning Disability (Dyspraxia, Dyslexia etc.)

8%

Hearing Impairment

10%

Medical Needs/Long Term Illness

20%

Speech, Language and Communication Needs

48%

Severe Learning Disability

15%

Mental Health Difficulties

45%

Moderate Learning Disability

10%

Awaiting Diagnosis
Other (stated in appendices)
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3%

Summary – Key Themes Identified
Throughout the consultation, the majority found that it was extremely difficult
to find information. It was also clear that the information was not always up to
date with information and contact details.

It was felt throughout that if there was an easier navigation system or search
facility this would make all the information accessible to everyone. It is also
felt that continuing the consultation with parent/carers going forward would
also be beneficial to ensure the website is functioning to expectations and
doing the job it is for.

Report Completed by Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice
18/10/18
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